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Abstract. A relatively rare type of subsurface radar – holographic radar – is
described in this paper as a tool for non-destructive testing (NDT) of construction
materials and structures. Its principle of operation, advantages and disadvantages
are considered. Holographic subsurface radar, operating several discrete
frequencies, is used to illuminate a sufficiently extensive area of a surface of
opaque dialectical medium to be inspected to register interference between
reflected from objects and reference waves. In a lossy media with low level of
microwaves attenuation, reconstruction algorithms could be applied for obtaining
the subsurface image in such a manner as in optical holography. An attempt is
made to highlight significant application areas and problem cases where this type
of radar could potentially be applied as a device for NDT of construction materials
and structures. The paper describes results of different building surveying
including objects of historical heritage. Space shuttle thermal protection system
tiles were investigated in some other experiments. Each application area is
illustrated by relevant data acquired in laboratory experiments or field tests.

Introduction
Nowadays infrared, acoustics or X-ray devices are most common in use for NDT
diagnostics. These technologies have many advantages and find broad applications
in different fields of industry [1]. Usage of one of the technology listed above
depends on specific conditions of technological processes and materials.
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However, demand for new NDT technologies is urgent because of progress in the
industry. One of emerging technologies that is accessible now is holographic
subsurface radars of the RASCAN type that are produced in lots [2]. Holographic
subsurface radar, operating at one or several discrete frequencies in microwave
range, is used to illuminate a sufficient area of a surface to be inspected to register
the amplitude distribution of interference between signal reflected from objects
beneath the surface and the reference signal. Obtained in such a manner, the
dataset can be used to mathematically synthesize an effective aperture, and
eventually reconstruct the subsurface image by methods analogous to those used in
optical holography [3-5]. It should be noted that for many years this type of
subsurface radar has been characterized as not capable of finding significant
applications due to strong signal attenuation in many typical media [6]. The high
attenuation also limits possibility to use reconstruction algorithm [7]. However, in
the rest of this paper, an attempt is made to highlight significant application areas
and problem cases where this type of radar could be used to resolve the NDT tasks.
The existing methods of non-destructive testing of structural and building materials
or components have a number of disadvantages. X-ray devices, for example,
require two-way approach to the observed detail. This is complicated sometimes
and more often even impossible. X-ray devices are widely used in medicine, for
hand-luggage control in airports and in technological processes where two-way
approach to the object to be examined has no problems as a rule. Ultrasonic
equipment has proved to be ineffective in media containing a great number of
micro cracks and heterogeneities. Its main application is the examination of
relatively homogeneous media with few defects and inclusions, for example, metal
details of relatively large dimensions.
From this point of view, the microwave devices are the most promising in building
diagnostics as they make possible the use of reflective sounding, i.e. transmission
and reception of electromagnetic waves is performed from one side of the sounded
surface. It enables to examine walls, ceilings and decorative elements and so on in
ready-for-service buildings. Thus, it is possible to control the quality of their
construction and repair. When using a specially designed antenna, the proposed
method also makes it possible to examine corners between walls. This is hardly
possible otherwise. Another advantage of radar sounding is a relatively large
wavelength λ, about a few centimeters, in the used microwave range, at which
there is no reflection from minor natural heterogeneities of media under
investigation, for example, by cracks and small (compared to λ) technological
hollows in bricks and other construction and composite materials. It is worth
mentioning that subsurface radars of the RASCAN type have very low level of
emission, less than 10mW that is absolutely safe for the operator.
However, taking into account that water has a very high permittivity of 80, cracks
and spots filled with moisture have high contrast in microwave band [2, 7]. This
effect can be used in practice. While constructing and reconstructing, concrete
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structures or their parts, which are under the level of the construction site ground,
have to be sealed to prevent water intrusion. This type of structures includes
underground garages, automobile parking places, underground pedestrian
crossings, etc. This problem becomes especially actual in spring and autumn when
the soil water level is high. Any crack in structures or in joints between them
results in infiltration of soil water into the underground part of the construction
making it unfit for service. Things become worse when the external manifestation
of the infiltrated water onto the structure surface does not often coincide with the
real location of the crack through which water enters the underground part of the
construction. Moreover, such manifestations may be revealed after uncertain time.
It makes repair and crack sealing more difficult, increases the cost and reduces the
quality of work. Holographic radar may resolve some problems in this case [2].

Inspection of Construction Details and Buildings
The former Senate building, Saint-Petersburg, was being refitted for using it by the
Russian Federation Constitutional court. The building was constructed by the
outstanding architect Rossi in 1829–1834 and has great value for Russian culture,
Fig. 1a.

a)

b)

c)

d)
Figure 1.
a) the former Senate building under reconstruction
b) floor inspection
c) results of the inspection that were reflected by chalk on the floor surface
d) radar image recorded by RASCAN-4/2000.
In process of building's repairing, heating tubes, electricity and communication
cables were fastened to metal mesh with cell of 15 by 15 cm and were laid under
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concrete floor. At the next step, plywood had to be nailed to the surface of the
floor. There was danger to damage the tubes and cables by nails. RASCAN-4/2000
subsurface radar that operates in frequency range of 1.6 - 2.0 GHz was used to
determine exact position of tubes and communications, Fig. 1 b, c and d. To
enhance the contrast of the heating tubes and cables and to reduce contrast of the
metal mesh some algorithms of filtration were proposed [8].
Other examples of microwave images recorded by RASCAN-4/4000 operated in
higher frequency range of 3.6 – 4.0 GHz are presented in Fig. 2 a, b and c. The
radar images depict fragments of walls that made from traditional for Russia
constructional materials: a) reinforced concrete; b) hollow slag concrete blocks
and c) bricks.

a)

b)
c)
Figure 2. Radar images of walls that made of
a) reinforced concrete
b) hollow slag concrete blocks
c) brick wall covered by plaster.

The reinforced concrete wall was cast in place in process of construction. Its metal
bars were also welded in place. It is evident that a bar in the upper left corner for
some uncertain reason was welded below of the bar’s knot, Fig. 2a. Dark spots on
Fig. 2b are hollows in slag concrete blocks. Each block has two hollows inside it.
The last image represents brick wall covered by plaster of 1 cm thickness. It is
possible to distinguish in the image the stretcher and outbond layers of bricks and
grout between them. External appearance of all three walls doesn’t give
opportunity to form an opinion about their structure and composition because of
the plaster covering. However, using RASCAN gives such possibility nondestructively.

NDT of Composite Materials
Composite materials are widespread especially in aerospace industry. Demand for
new methods of diagnostics of heat protection material and tiles of spacecrafts
arose after the disastrous loss of space shuttle Columbia [9]. Concerns emerged not
only for diagnostics of insulation foam of hydrogen tank of the shuttle but also
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checking of adhesion quality of heat protection tiles that are made from quartz
fibre covered by erosion-resistant coating of black or white color. Jointly with
NASA JPL, some experiments related to tile diagnostics were performed earlier
[10]. The purpose of the experiments was to determine whether it is possible to
detect different types of de-bonding of the tiles from the underlying aluminium
sheet. To verify this, parts of the sheet surface were intentionally left without glue
in two round spots, Fig. 3a. Spot No. 1 did not have any filler. But spot No. 2 was
filled with several drops of water that imitated the case of water infiltration under a
tile at the open launching pad. Recorded images of spots without glue are
distinguished from round form because of their distortion at pressing the tile into
the glue, and the water. Water-filled spot No. 2 has higher contrast in comparison
with spot No. 1 that is explained by water high dielectric permittivity, 80. This
quality may be used for determining of water and humidity infiltration in any
composite constructions even if they are laid over metallic base plate.

a)

b)
c)
Figure 3.
a) aluminium plate with glue
b) heat protection tiles scanning by RASCAN-4/4000
c) image of tile recorded by subsurface radar.

In media with low attenuation, it is possible to use reconstruction algorithms of
recorded holograms. This improves quality of recorded images and gives
possibility to measure the depth of an object under the surface [3, 4]. However,
implementation of reconstruction algorithms is restricted to low attenuation media
[7]. In media with high level of attenuation, radar records images that resemble
shadow pictures, not holograms themselves. In this case the hologram
reconstruction has no sense at all.

Conclusions
It was shown that microwave imaging by holographic subsurface radar of
RASCAN-4 type may produce high resolution images of dielectric construction
materials that permit to reveal the internal structure and defects. Main advantage of
holographic radar is possibility to survey details with one side access in opposition
to X-ray devices. The radar can be also used for diagnostics of heterogeneous
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media with cracks and small voids that are impossible to survey by acoustics
devices. Further improvements of radar design and using higher frequency range of
15-20 GHz will give better resolution and extend fields of applications.
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